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Covering the nurse's role in promoting community health, Community/Public Health Nursing, 5th

Edition is known for its "upstream" preventive focus and social justice approach, photo novellas with

clinical stories, and a concise, readable style. It shows how you, as a nurse, can take an active role

in social action and health policyÂ â€“ especially in caring for diverse population groups. Expert

authors Mary A. Nies and Melanie McEwen discuss today's issues and trends, and describe the key

issues and responsibilities of contemporary community/public health nursing.An "upstream" focus

addresses factors that are the precursors to poor health in the community.A "social justice"

approach promotes health for everyone.Photo novellas use photographs to tell stories showing

real-life clinical scenarios and applications of important community health nursing roles.Case Study:

Application of the Nursing Process feature presents specific community components of the nursing

process separately from individual and family.Clinical examples offer snippets of real-life client

situations. Research Highlights boxes show the application of current research to chapter

content.Ethical Insights boxes highlight ethical issues and concerns.Healthy People 2020 boxes

summarize objectives and their importance in community health.Objectives, key terms, and chapter

outlines introduce important concepts and terminology at the beginning of every chapter.Learning

Activities at the end of each chapter ask you to apply concepts to the world outside the classroom.

New Health Promotion and Risk Reduction chapter details the promotion of health and presents

strategies that can identify risk factors for illness.Faith Community Nursing chapter reflects current

terminology from the ANAÃ•s Scope and Standards of Practice, and includes more coverage of the

spiritual health of clients.Health: A Community View chapter expands its discussion of the continual

challenges and strategies associated with the delivery of health care.Communicable Disease

chapter includes new information about public health surveillance, outbreaks, and bioterrorism.

Cultural Diversity and Community Health Nursing chapter features new content on complementary

and alternative therapies.
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If you're searching for a cure to your insomnia, look no further, this book will take care of you in just

a few sentences.

This book is required for a course. I purchased this new so the condition of the book was fine. The

content is disorganized. Information shows up in colorful text boxes that seem more relevant for the

previous chapter. Searching for specific content is impossible. My usual study routine is to read the

content in the text to get a basic understanding before doing a journal article search. I spend way

more time trying to get through this text than I do on journal articles and that has never been the

case for me. I'm in 2nd week of class and I'm on  searching for a better text to supplement this one

so I can get through this nightmare of a class.

This book is helpful in a BSN program or AIM program. I would use them when needed and use it to

answer questions.

It appears to be more of a pdf copy (page by page) of the text. It does not read like a Kindle ebook.

Each page is scanned (?) in and I need to zoom in to read text and then move around the page in

sections in order to read each page.

I bought this book for nursing community class and I have a hardtime understanding the book. The

wording I feel is bad and it's hard to grasp concepts and understand them. Definitely don't

recommend this book.

This text put Community Nursing into perspective. I was able to understand the language used and

the examples presented. Thank you.



The book is in excellent condition is hard cover as promised and was a great value for the price

paid.

This is an awesome book full of great info for anyone looking at Public/ Community Health. The

shipping was fast. It was in great condition. It was exactly what I thought I would be getting when I

ordered it on .
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